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Biological systems have evolved motor proteins programmed to
perform intracellular transport powered by ATP hydrolysis.1,2
Synthetic machines have accomplished mechanical switching
between stable states in response to external stimuli,3-7 suggesting
the promise of constructing a synthetic transport device that mimics
the linear movement of motor proteins. Sherman and Seeman
recently demonstrated a bipedal DNA walker that locomotes in an
inchworm fashion, with one foot always trailing the other.8 Here,
inspired by kinesin movement along a microtubule,9,10 we demonstrate a processive bipedal DNA nanomotor that moves by
advancing the trailing foot to the lead at each step. Real-time
monitoring of walker movement is achieved via multiplexed
fluorescence quenching.
The system has four components (Table 1): a walker (W), a
track (T), attachment fuel strands (A), and detachment fuel strands
(D). The walker consists of two partially complementary oligonucleotides, with a 20-bp helix joining two single-stranded legs
(each 23 bases). The track, constructed of six oligonucleotides, has
four protruding single-stranded branches (each 20 bases) separated
by 15-bp scaffold helices. Neighboring branches run in opposite
directions, so spacing of 1.5 helical turns places all branches on
the same side of the track approximately 5 nm apart (Figure 1).
As shown in Figure 1, the walker strides along the track under
the external control of A and D strands. An A strand specifically
anchors the walker to a branch by forming helices with the
corresponding leg (18-bp) and branch (17-bp). Single-stranded
hinges adjacent to either end of these helices (underlined in Table
1) provide flexibility for adopting different conformations depending
on the fuel species that are present. When both legs are bound to
the track, the trailing leg is released using a D strand that nucleates
with the perfectly complementary A strand at a 10-base overhang
and then undergoes a strand displacement reaction to produce
duplex waste and free the walker leg for the next step.
Sequence selection for these system components represents a
multi-objective optimization problem requiring the conditional
stability of many different secondary structures, depending on the
subsets of strand species that are considered. Primary sequence
design was performed using automated sequence selection software11 to minimize sequence symmetry12 while maximizing the
probability13 of adopting a compound secondary structure involving
all the strands in the walker system. Subsequent secondary structure
prediction14 for various pairs of strands revealed a small number
of undesirable interactions, which were eliminated by slight
sequence modifications.
To detect walker locomotion, all four branches are end-labeled
with different dyes and the two walker legs are end-labeled with
quenchers (Table 1) to allow monitoring of fluorescence changes
associated with each dye. Proper monomeric association between
the walker and track is demonstrated by examining intermediates
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Table 1. DNA Sequences for the Walker Systema,b

a Color use is consistent in all graphics. b Sequences synthesized, labeled,
and purified by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. c Hexachlorofluorescein.
d 6-Carboxyfluorescein. e Strands not depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of walker locomotion. Colored spheres represent dyes
(HEX, green; Cy5, purple; FAM, red; Texas Red, blue) and quenchers
(BHQ1, orange; IBRQ, black) for detecting walker movement. The diagrams
depict (a) unbound walker, (b) walker attached to branch 1, (c) walker
attached to branches 1 and 2, and (d) walker released from branch 1 to
yield duplex waste.

during two forward steps using non-denaturing gel electrophoresis visualized with two different fluorescent scans (Figure 2).
The major band, corresponding to fully assembled track (lane 1),
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Figure 2. Non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel analysis. This figure is a
composite of two images obtained by different fluorescent scans of the same
gel (532 nm excitation and a 555 nm cutoff filter to detect HEX, and 488
nm excitation and a 30 nm band-pass filter centered at 530 nm to detect
FAM). Equimolar amounts of walker and fuel (1 µM) were successively
added to the track in TSE buffer (10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA,
pH 7.5) followed by 1 h incubation at 37 °C. Gel electrophoresis was
performed in 1× TBE buffer at 50 V and 4 °C with 6.7% acrylamide.

is accompanied by minor bands representing partially formed tracks.
These partial tracks result from slight discrepancies in stoichiometry
between the six track species and lead to the observation of minor
bands during subsequent stages of the experiment. The track does
not exhibit nonspecific interactions with the walker (lane 2).
Anchoring of the walker and subsequent translation results in less
mobile intermediates (lanes 3-6). The band intensities of these
intermediates are consistent with the expected position of the walker
for both wavelength scans. For HEX detection, there is a reduction
in band intensity for lanes 3 and 4 relative to lanes 1, 2, 5, and 6.
For FAM detection, there is a reduction in band intensity for lane
6 relative to lanes 1-5. The absence of empty track during the
operation demonstrates the processivity of walker movement (i.e.,
at least one leg stays bound to the track).
Real-time monitoring of walker movement was carried out by
multiplexed fluorescence quenching measurements (Figure 3).
Traversing the track from one end to the other and back, the
fluorescent signal from each branch responds specifically to the
addition of cognate fuel strands, illustrating high fidelity in
controlling walker movement with nanoscale precision.
We have demonstrated a synthetic molecular walker that mimics
the bipedal gait of kinesin. The present 5 nm step size is smaller
than the 8 nm stride of kinesin on a microtubule,9,10 and is tunable
by adjusting the design of the track scaffold. The walker system
comprises 16 strand species containing 726 nucleotides, which
encode conditional affinity and specificity for different walker
conformations, depending on the external stimulus. Generalization
to much longer tracks should be possible by attaching branches to
more rigid substrates such as planar15 or tubular16 DNA crystals.
In this setting, specific directional control should be achievable
without increasing the number of attachment and detachment fuel
species by arranging branch species with a periodicity of four. While
the present walker transports two quenchers covalently linked to
the feet, transport of non-covalently bonded molecular cargo should
also be realizable by generalizing the walker structure to incorporate
an aptamer that binds the cargo ligand with high affinity and
specificity.17 Ultimately, the development of an efficient catalytic
DNA fuel delivery mechanism18 should enable the rational design

Figure 3. Multiplexed real-time fluorescence monitoring. Track (0.5 µM)
was preincubated in TSE buffer with equimolar walker and A1 for 4 h at
room temperature (100 µL working volume). Equimolar amounts of A and
D fuel strands were successively added from 100× stocks and mixed by
rapid pipetting. Excitation and emission wavelengths were 495/520 nm for
FAM, 538/555 nm for HEX, 598/617 nm for Texas Red, and 648/668 nm
for Cy5 with 4 nm bandwidths. Fluorescence intensities are normalized by
the initial track values. The binary digits at the bottom represent the location
of the walker on branches 1-4 (0 for unbound state, 1 for bound state).

of a completely artificial DNA walker that locomotes autonomously,
allowing detailed programming of a motor protein mimic.
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